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Introduction. 

There has been a growing surge in the Taliban activities in Afghanistan that 

is affecting the people and its economic growth. The country is facing extreme 

shortage of daily commodities due to the growing insurgency of Taliban and people 

are living a life of insecurity. President of Uzbekistan Shavkat Miromonovich 

Mirziyoyev came up with a proposal that can help in promoting peace and minimize 

crises in Afghanistan. Here in the research paper the policies and strategies have 

been identified by the researchers which are implemented by the government of 

Afghanistan for reducing the terrorism in the country. In the research paper several 

outcomes of the policies also mentioned. Public life scenario after the crisis in 

Afghanistan has been analyzed in the paper. The following part describes the 

scenarios that have faced by the civilians of Afghanistan. The entire data source 

taken to evaluate issues, and also political and economic reforms have been initiated 

in this part of the research study. The data sources are collected from ordinal data 

sources which provide exact data to evaluate the entire situation of Afghanistan. 

Methods.  

Research Methodology has been portrayed as a set of techniques that are taken 

into consideration by researchers in order to derive as well detect results based on 

research activity. This strategy helps to solve several arising problems that occur at 

time of conducting the research study. While conducted research has been associated 

with systematic theoretical research analysis based on method as well principles. 

This chapter focuses on methods, tools and techniques utilized by a researcher in 

order to conduct research work as well as gather reliable data in order to derive valid 

research results. Moreover, justification has been given in order to consider discard 

research method and a suitable link has been framed related to a research topic. 
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Through prime research methods, qualitative as well quantitative research 

method has been taken into consideration for conducting this research study and 

focuses on meeting several demands of research work. As suggested by De Lauri 

(2019), nature as well purpose of research work determines several methods and 

strategies utilized for conducting this study and in turn allows marking and 

conducting forthcoming steps of research study. Quantitative method allows 

quantifying research findings as well qualitative technique allows to assess and 

evaluate theoretical findings to pursue research study.  

This chapter reflects information that has been derived from valid as well 

relevant secondary data sources consisting of books, journals, news articles, annual 

reports, newsletters as well web publications. Moreover, while discussing these 

concepts, materials has been published at time of compiling the respective chapter 

is directly associated with it. This chapter represents secondary data approaches 

focusing on statistical data and is more legible as well as easily comprehensible. 

Entire discussion has been fragmented into three divisions. First fragment solely 

focuses on a guideline proposal provided by the Uzbek president to tackle crisis in 

Afghanistan. Thorough linchpin has been given on President Shavkat Mirziyoyev’s 

proposal in order to restore peace in Afghanistan. This fragment provides strong 

discussion on a proposal put forward by President Shavkat Mirziyoyev in order to 

control the rising crisis within Afghanistan (Wenham, 2019). 

Primary goal of Shavkat Mirziyoyev is to negotiate a strategy that builds up 

durability with inclusive settlement in the political field for bringing an end to 

conflict in Afghanistan. Shavkat Mirziyoyev formulated steps within his nation in 

order to promote peace and prosperity in the neighboring countries. This story has 

become the top priority in order to administer unnecessary conflict and set out 

settlements. President linchpins on stability as well derive prosperity within greater 

region within Afghanistan. Uzbekistan has contributed within rail as well other 

transportable infrastructure within Afghanistan as well in other activity sectors and 

in education field (Hakimi, 2020).  

President Shavkat Mirziyoyev as well his envoys set out spacious 

conversations with several political parties as well movements in countries of 

Afghanistan. President Shavkat Mirziyoyev, set out a discussion with Taliban that 

rose from a recent start and directed negotiation among the Afghanistan government 

as well as Taliban leaders. However, from a recent proposal of President, it has been 

clear that intra- Afghan peace approaches have started very early that allows 

establishing peace as well as stability in country. This builds up aspiration as well 

within Afghanistan and motivates their nation to work together in close cooperation 

with its allies in Central Asia. Establishing a UN committee allowed to handle issues 
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of Afghan people and at the same time restore peace by assisting economic as well 

social development in Afghanistan (Nyborg et al. 2019). 

Shavkat Mirziyoyev put out a proposal with Taliban leadership to endeavour 

economic as well as political strived role within Afghanistan. Substantive 

approaches that have been related to meeting with President of Uzbekistan and 

Taliban community have focused on fragmenting national security and at the same 

time restoring peace within Afghanistan. According to the approaches made by 

officials of Uzbekistan it has been decided for the very first time to set up contacts 

with Taliban community (Mahammad, 2019). 

Conclusion and Recommendation. 

Research investigation has been based on a proposal of the President of 

Uzbekistan Shavkat Miromonovich Mirziyoyev in providing respective guidelines 

for tackling the crisis that rose within Afghanistan. This research provides strong 

emphasizes on issues and alternating sources that a bring inconsistency within 

Afghanistan. Cooperation in the recent years has created a crucial impact on normal 

livelihood within the Afghanistan community (Pherali and Sahar, 2018). President 

Mirziyoyev has set up several problem-solving strategies that tackle global conflict 

in the Central Asia. This strategy allows Taliban community to create mutual 

understanding with Uzbek government and bring peace within its own community.  
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